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THE ISRAEL CONNECTION 
 
by Alex Schindler 
 
 
 
Diogenes Laertius, the biographer of Greek philosophers, was in as good a place as anyone to recognize 
that “The foundation of any state is the education of its youth.”  He was, after all, the historian of multiple 
traditions, one who described the achievements of Athens and of Sparta as well as the intellectual 
foundations undergirding them. His dictum thus should be taken to heart by we who inherit the traditions 
of Moses and of Maimonides, of Hezekiah and of Herzl, of Jerusalem and of Athens. Modern Israel, after 
all, has been described (originally by Saul Bellow) as a place that captures Jewish (and gentile) 
admiration for succeeding in the traditions of both Athens and Sparta.  
 
I am a twenty-year-old undergraduate and for as long as I have cared about being Jewish, whether that 
has meant a religious, national, or ethnic identity, I have felt a connection the Jewish State. As the 
geographic center of the Jewish faith, it serves to bind and orient to each other all who say “Next Year in 
Jerusalem,” whether we in fact live in Sydney, Seattle or my own Syrian-Jewish community of Brooklyn.  
 
This connection grew into a more conscious kinship during my year of study in Israel. I began to read 
more, about the politics of Israel and about the tensions that exist within Israeli society and filter down to 
us abroad, with or without our awareness. My own religious growth led me to appreciate the enormous 
benefits I had received from my own teachers, in the Yeshivah of Flatbush and at Eretz HaTzvi, and I 
came to care more than anything else about the state of our Jewish educational system. It hit me that we 
who live at the intersection of past and future must ensure that our past is transmitted to our future, in 
keeping with generations of tradition.  
 
I began to read more about Jewish education, in journals like Ten Da’at or on the Lookstein Center’s 
“Lookjed” forum. It was profoundly moving for me to understand the resources, human and economic, 
that go into Jewish pedagogy. It takes a village, and then some. And so I realized that reading wasn’t 
enough—I had to get involved.  
 
The area in which I felt most prepared to get involved was Israel education. My passion for Israel -- not 
just as an ideal, but also as a real place with problems to solve and real achievements in which to take 
pride -- got me involved, at first, in hasbara on campus. But this was insufficient. Israel programming on 
campuses consists of one of two things, as the director of Faces of Israel (more on that later)has pointed 
out to me: the Israeli-Palestinian conflict or falafel. There always seems to be a focus either on the uglier 
side of politics, which fails to capture anything about Israel’s internal vibrancy, or on the most superficial 
aspects of Israeli culture (if falafel can be called especially Israeli).  
 
This troubles me. There is far more to Israel than Operation Cast Lead and pita bread. That sort of 
programming has a place, but does it really build lasting, meaningful connections to the Jewish State? It 
seems to me that learning about the social issues that confront Israelis today would go a long way toward 
making American Jews realize that Israel is a real place, with problems (and solutions) worth engaging 
and discussing.  This is especially true because, sometimes, these problems impact or mirror our own, 
whether as Jews or as citizens of a democracy (or, more commonly, as both).  
 
I became Program Manager of Faces of Israel last year. What began as the director’s senior project at 
Johns Hopkins turned into a full-blown educational program, presented at dozens upon dozens of Hillels, 
JCCs, synagogues, and temples across America. I, an undergraduate myself, saw the program at Hunter 
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College and found a new calling. The content, focusing on the nature of the Jewish State, Jewish identity 
and connectivity, pluralism within our community, and the clash of synagogue and State, was both 
compelling and relevant. I was sold.  
 
This subject asserts its relevance every day. Just recently, we in America, turning our eyes toward Zion, 
saw huge ultra-Orthodox demonstrations in Jerusalem protesting an Israeli Supreme Court decision 
integrating Sephardic girls into a Hasidic school in Israel—a mark of the growing secular-religious divide. 
How does an educator contextualize that for American Jewish students? Are ultra-Orthodox Israelis 
racist? Is the Israeli Supreme Court meddling, wrongly, in religious affairs? Were those protestors fighting 
for civil rights, or against them? Was this “Brown vs. Board of Ed” or judicial activism of the most 
provocative sort, widening a social divide between religious and secular?  
 
The answers to these questions or similar ones are complex and involved, requiring careful thought about 
the nature of a Jewish and democratic state. My goal as a new educator will be to raise awareness of 
these questions, with a twofold benefit. Firstly, just asking questions connects students to Israeli society, 
as they wrestle with the sort of political dilemmas that really have pertinence. The average Israeli will be 
affected by the Rabbinate’s complete control of marriage and divorce far more than any flotilla discussed 
in hasbara programming. Secondly, these questions cut to the core of Israeli, and sometimes Jewish, 
identity. Who is a Jew? Is Israel a “State of the Jews” or a “Jewish State”? What role should halakha play 
in a Jewish State?  
 
The opportunity to participate in the NewCAJE conference is a tremendous one for me. To exchange 
ideas with seasoned (and other budding) educators, while sharing my own knowledge on a frequently 
overlooked topic, will mean a lot to me as I take my first steps—simultaneous with my own education—
along the road to becoming a fellow educator. May I merit to contribute to the foundations of the Jewish 
State by educating Diaspora Jews about an issue sometimes hidden from their sight.  
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